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Tomographic study of helical modes in bifurcating Taylor-Couette-Poiseuille flow using magnetic
resonance imaging
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The quantitative visualization of flow in a wide-gap annulus~radius ratio 0.5! between concentric cylinders
with the inner cylinder rotating and a superimposed axial flow reveals a novel mixed-mode state at relatively
high flow rates. A fast magnetic resonance imaging sequence allows the cinematographic dissection and
three-dimensional reconstruction of supercritical nonaxisymmetric modes in a regime where stationary helical
and propagating toroidal vortices coexist. The findings shed light on symmetry-breaking instabilities, flow
pattern selection, and their consequences for hydrodynamic mixing in a complex laminar flow that constitutes
a celebrated prototype of many mixing or fractionation processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Following the original study by Taylor of the emergen
of toroidal vortices superimposed on circular Couette flow
the annular space between two coaxial cylinders, an exp
sive literature and exegesis has developed on many o
variants@1#. In part because they form the basis for ma
mixing and/or separation processes or because they ser
define canonical problems for the study of transition to t
bulence, the challenge is to study such flows in the stron
nonlinear regime and in realistic geometries. A noninvas
cinematographic magnetic resonance imaging~MRI! tech-
nique has been developed@2# for the Taylor-Couette problem
with a superposed axial Poiseuille flow, hereafter referred
as the TCP flow. This study focuses on steady and unste
hydrodynamic modes that emerge as the rotational spee
the inner cylinder and pressure-driven axial flow rate
varied. These modes constitute primary, secondary,
higher-order bifurcations, which break the symmetry of t
base helical flow and represent drastic changes in the
structure and attendant modifications of hydrodynamic m
ing. The study of such bifurcations is crucial in the optim
zation of equipment designed for the separation or mixing
liquid-gas and liquid-solid mixtures@3–6#.

The study of laminar vortical structures has been w
documented in the Taylor-Couette~TC! flow for an exten-
sive range of gap sizes@7–10#. Of particular interest are the
experimentally determined boundaries in the map of fl
regimes@11# where the propagating helical vortex and s
tionary toroidal vortex modes become stable simultaneou
and interact in the presence of the O~2!3SO~2! symmetry of
the TC apparatus. The bifurcation diagrams in the vicinity
such a codimension-2 point indicate the possibility for co
istence~bicriticality! of these two modes for wide-gap annu
@12,13#. This presents new opportunities to study comp
nonlinear interactions at relatively low rotation rates~i.e., in
the neighborhood of the primary bifurcation! in variants of
the TC problem, such as TCP flow.
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The flow domain of TCP flow is characterized by tw
geometrical parameters: the ratio of the inner cylinder rad
to the outer one,h5R1 /R2 , and the ratio of the lengthL of
the cylinders to the annulus gap width (d5R22R1), termed
the aspect ratioG5L/d. TCP flow is also characterized b
two dimensionless dynamical parameters corresponding
the angular velocity of the inner cylinder~V! and the im-
posed mean axial velocity (Uz): the Taylor number, Ta
54d4(V/n)2h2/(12h2), and the axial Reynolds numbe
Re5Uzd/n. The majority of the TCP studies concern prima
bifurcations@14–17# or relatively narrow gaps@18,19#. How-
ever, visual@20,21# and optical@22,23# experimental studies
have established the existence of various nonaxisymme
regimes with wider gaps, as seen in Fig. 1. Motivated by
bicritical states observed in TC systems, similar behavio
also anticipated in wide-gap TCP systems. The experime
technique employed here obviates the limitations of opti
diagnostics@19# or ultrasound techniques@9#, which extract
velocities in only a portion of a meridional plane of the a
nular flow.

II. EXPERIMENT

Magnetic resonance imaging~MRI! is a tomographic im-
aging technique that makes it possible to image arbitr
cross sections through the interior of rotating systems an
obtain information about the velocity profiles directly. On
form of MRI velocimetry is spin tagging, which involve
tagging nuclear spins throughout the sample. By modula
the longitudinal spin polarization in two orthogonal dire
tions, a Cartesian grid can be formed and tracked in sub
quent images. In an image acquired immediately after
tagging, the grid appears undistorted. However, the grid
forms as the tags evolve with the flow, as seen in the ri
panel of Fig. 2. Fluid motion between the first and sub
quent images is extracted from the displacement and dis
tion of the grid. By acquiring images every 0.5 to 0.75 s w
an ultrafast imaging technique~FLASH!, direct visualization
of flow patterns can be obtained in the form of cinematog
phy @2#.
©2001 The American Physical Society19-1
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The measurements were performed at the University
Illinois Biomedical Magnetic Resonance Laboratory using
4.7 T magnet with gradient capabilities up to 6.5 Gauss/
The system is a Varian 200/330 imaging spectrometer w
Oxford ASG-26 gradients controlled via VNMR 6.1A sof
ware protocols. The rf coil used in the experiments was
cm i.d. birdcage coil. The inner rotating cylinder of the te
section had a radiusR159.525 mm while the fixed oute
cylinder had a radiusR2519.05 mm (h50.5). To achieve
uniform flow in the entrance and exit cross sections, 2
mm thick disks perforated with an array of 1 mm diame
channels were fixed at both ends. The useful length betw
these disks wasL5152 mm, makingG'16. A more com-
plete description and schematic of the test section can
found in @2#.

III. RESULTS

The results reported here are for two angular velocit
obtained by fixing the angular velocity and increasing
axial velocity. Figure 1 shows that the qualitative aspects
the observed states are similar to those reported in the lit
ture. As the axial flow rate increases, the base hel
~Couette-Poiseuille! flow undergoes a bifurcation to a sta
characterized by propagating toroidal vortices~PTV!, fol-
lowed by stationary helical vortices~SHV! and disordered
moving helices or PTV. Besides the present paperh
50.5), SHV was observed forh50.77 @23#, h50.8 @21#,
andh50.83 @22#. SHV flow has not been studied system

FIG. 1. Flow regimes observed in the TCP flow forh50.5
~discrete data points! andh50.77~curved boundaries adapted fro
Ref. @23#!. Also shown~inset! is the bifurcation diagram adapte
from Ref. @13# for the Taylor-Couette~TC! flow. In the inset, solid
lines represent stable branches and dotted lines represent un
branches.
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atically before, probably due to mode ‘‘crowding’’ in thes
narrow-gap systems. For Ta1/25170 and increasing axia
Reynolds numbers, the flow is first characterized by PT
then SHV, before breaking down into mixed SHV/PTV~Fig.
1!. This new TCP state is a spatial juxtaposition of SH
upstream and PTV downstream. The existence of a fr
separating wave patterns with different frequencies, such
that between SHV and PTV, is characteristic of driven d
sipative systems in finite domains with waves traveling pr
erentially in one direction@24#.

The three-dimensional~3D! velocity field of SHV was
reconstructed by using various MRI images of the flow. T
axial component of the velocity was measured from the co
nal (u50,p) MRI images of SHV by assuming that the flo
possesses a helical symmetry so that eachUz(r ,u) profile at
a z0 location is identical to that atz5z01lu/2p, wherel is
the wavelength. This is confirmed by examining transve
images (z5const) and additional saggital (u5p/2,3p/2)
MRI images. The radial and azimuthal velocity compone
were obtained from five transverse MRI images at locatio
marked in Fig. 2. The transverse images helped delineate
counter-rotating helical vortices~rendered in the left panel o
Fig. 2! as they wind their way through the test section.

Examination of the cinematographic image sequence
higher axial flow rates~Fig. 3! reveals that the transition
SHV→PTV is marked by convective instabilities. These a
characterized by undulations of the strong outward j
~reminiscent of the ‘‘jet modes’’ of TC@10#!, which interrupt
the core flow of each helix and segment the correspond
vortex filaments at a given axial location. Each filament s
ment then closes to form a vortex ring as they advect do
stream. The counter-rotating rings stack up to create the P
pattern observed downstream, translating at axial veloci
from 1.06Uz to 1.18Uz . This transition is consistent with th
preservation of the helical symmetry of the stationary SH
flow and will be revisited in view of the corresponden
between TCP and TC bifurcations.

IV. DISCUSSION: SHV VS PTV

Important physical insights about the SHV and PTV sta
can be obtained by examining the ratio of the rotational
translational time scales,Rg5t rot /t tran. Consider a fluid par-
ticle following an ideal helical motion with constant az
muthal velocityUu on a cylindrical surface with radiusr.
The periodt rot52pr /Uu to complete one revolution abou
the axis would match the timet tran5l/Uz to translate by an
axial wavelengthl (Rg51). From four transverse images o
the SHV at Ta1/25170, positions 2–5 on Fig. 2, the averag
of Uu(r )/r for each slice was found to be 0.2309V with less
than a 5% variation between slices. Using this average
define t rot and Uz to definet tran, Fig. 4 indicates thatRg
51 for the SHV mode over a range of axial flow rates. T
figure also shows that the SHV part of the mixed SHV/PT
mode at Ta1/25220 is close to unity, hence suggestingRg
51 whenever the SHV mode is observed. In contrast,Rg
51.2 Re/Ta1/4 in the PTV flow regime, as seen in Fig. 4 fo
Ta1/25170 and 220. These observations for SHV can be u
to predict its axial wavelength for other values of Re and T

ble
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FIG. 2. ~Color! Stationary he-
lical vortex ~SHV! in the TCP
flow ~left panel! for Ta1/25170
and Re511.14, reconstructed by
exploiting the helical symmetry of
the flow and by extracting data
from the coronal MRI image
~right panel!. Four transverse
slices are rendered here with colo
representing the magnitude o
axial ~z! velocity ~red: positive;
blue: negative! and with superim-
posed transverse-plane (r -u) ve-
locity vectors. The skeleton of the
SHV flow represented by the vor
tex tubes has been superimpose
the rendering follows aestheti
criteria and only means to eluci
date the ‘‘double helix’’ topology.
e
a

tic
elical
Settingt rot5t tran and dividing by the annulus gap width, th
axial wavelength is given by

l

2~R22R1!
5

pUz

0.2309V~R22R1!
515.71

Re

Ta1/2. ~1!
01631
Figure 4 strongly suggests that SHV and PTV~both non-
linear states! are linked dynamically. In the absence of
rigorous nonlinear bifurcation study of TCP flow, a heuris
approach has been pursued. The existence of a stable h
state ~SHV! in TCP flow with continuous symmetry
e

f
.

-

-

FIG. 3. ~Color! Consecutive
coronal MRI images of TCP flow
demonstrating the evolution of th
mixed SHV/PTV state for
Ta1/25220 and Re514.8. Green
arrows indicate the direction o
the axial flow and shaft rotation
Yellow arrows correspond to the
helical vortex corotating with the
inner cylinder. The topology of
the counter-rotating helical vortex
~white arrows! is complementary.
A downstream growing undula
tion of the radial outward jet
~marked by three red arrows att
50 s! results in an ‘‘extra’’ pair
of counter-rotating vortices
~single red arrows att52.25 and
3.75 s! that break the helical sym
metry.
9-3
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(r ,u,z)→(r ,u1Q,z1lQ/2p), whereu andQ are given in
radians, motivates a search for a mapping between SH
TCP flow and propagating helical vortices in TC flow. Lan
ford et al. @12# performed a linear analysis of bicriticality i
TC flow by considering the stability of modes with the for
;F(r )exp@i(kz1mu)1s* t#. A codimension-2 bifurcation
was found for the case whereh50.50 with stationary toroi-
dal vortices~m50, s* 50! and propagating helical vortice
~m51, s* 56 is, where s50.2813V!. In addition, a
weakly nonlinear bifurcation analysis@13# indicated that the
bifurcation branch corresponding to the helical vortex stat
initially unstable at the primary bifurcation at Ta1/25114.42,
but becomes stable at higher values of Ta. This helical s
also coexists with a toroidal vortex state at a secondary
furcation point, where another unstable branch correspo
ing to modulated helical vortex state appears.

Now consider a bistable state consisting of propaga
helical and stationary toroidal vortices in the TC flow und
a Galilean coordinate system transformationZ5z2Vt. This
corresponds to moving the observer with velocityV along
the negative axis of the cylinders. In thez reference frame,
upstream-propagating helical vortices of the fo
;F(r )exp@i(kZ1mu)1ist# become stationary ifV5s/k.
Applying the critical value ofs for the primary bifurcation
described above gives a constraint in the form

l

2~R22R1!
5

pV

0.2813V~R22R1!
. ~2!

Furthermore, the above coordinate translation transforms
stationary Taylor vortices into toroidal vortices propagati
downstream with the same axial velocityV. The mean flow
in the transformed coordinate system (z5Z1Vt) is analo-
gous to the base TCP flow if the effect of the no-slip boun

FIG. 4. Variation of the ratio of rotation to axial translation tim
scales,Rg5t rot /t tran, with the nondimensional average axial velo
ity, Re.
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ary conditions is ignored. The above transformation p
duces a uniform axial profile in the gap between t
cylinders, in contrast to the near parabolic base Poiseu
profile for TCP flow. This can be considered as the invis
approximation of the TCP flow. This difference notwith
standing, Eq.~2! is identical to the wave number selectio
criterion in Eq.~1! if V51.22Uz , which is consistent with
the propagation velocity of the toroidal vortices in TCP flo
estimated from Fig. 3. It should be noted that Eq.~2! was
derived forh50.50, although a similar analysis supports t
validity of this hypothesis in the narrow gap limith→1.

To further probe the correspondence between the TC
TCP flows, the bifurcation diagram for the TC flow@13# has
been included in the inset of Fig. 1. As oriented, the horizo
tal axis corresponds to the amplitudeuAu of the perturbation
and bears no formal connection with Re in the TCP bifur
tion diagram. However, an analogy can be established
tween the axial flow in the TCP flow (Re.0) and the
counter-rotation of the outer cylinder for the TC flow: bo
increase the shear of the mean flow and induce stable he
modes. The propagating helix of the TC flow~corresponding
to SHV for TCP flow! coexists with stationary toroidal vor
tices ~corresponding to PTV for TCP flow!. These experi-
ments show that SHV and PTV can coexist in TCP flow w
an intermediate transient pattern~corresponding to the un
stable ‘‘M’’ state for the TC flow!. Carrying this correspon-
dence further, it becomes easier to understand why the T
experiments exhibit hysteresis and the transition SHV→PTV
~not PTV→SHV!. Due to the breaking of the axial O(2
symmetry and the imposition of absorbing outflow bounda
conditions, disturbances travel downstream@24# and there-
fore serve to increase the amplitude of perturbation.

The knowledge of the TCP flow kinematics allows th
study of its mixing characteristics@25# with respect to the
hydrodynamic dispersion of a passive scalar. MRI essenti
adopts a Lagrangian point of view, so it can also provid
direct measure of hydrodynamic dispersion. Compared to
SHV part of the flow, there was considerable signal loss
the PTV regions that increased with Re. These losses ca
attributed to a reduction of phase coherence of the MRI s
nal due to subvoxel mixing@26#. This implies that the effec-
tive dispersion is higher in the PTV mode versus the SH
mode. The axial nonuniformity of dispersion in the SHV
PTV state opens new opportunities in the design of proc
equipment. One can envision a segmented operation
fractionation upstream~e.g., by imposing an external field i
the SHV part!, followed by enhanced mixing downstream~in
the PTV part!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The significance of this study is threefold. First, by ta
ging and tracking the evolution of Cartesian grids in wat
MRI allows the noninvasive visualization of the 3D TC
flow via sectioning on arbitrary planes. Second, in a study
hydrodynamic instabilities, this study elucidated the spa
temporal structures associated with flow transition durin
codimension-2 bifurcation in TCP flow and provided a p
9-4
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tern selection criterion. The correspondence between the
flow and the TCP flow, which proved to be more than sup
ficial, can be further exploited in the study of secondary
furcations. Third, this study differs from others in terms
operating conditions. Higher rotational and axial speeds w
used in an experimental apparatus that approximates pr
cal flows employed in process engineering. The enhan
te

h.
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ment of mixing with PTV as opposed to the SHV is releva
to the design of mixing or fractionation devices.
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